Automakers Unwrap Hybrids to Meet Tough Fuel Standard
by David Shepardson
March 29, 2013: New York - Automakers are embracing hybrids, as they face increasingly tough fuel-efficiency standards around the world.  At the New York International Auto Show, Toyota Motor Corp. announced it will build a Highlander SUV hybrid, while Nissan Motor Co. said it will build its first-ever Pathfinder hybrid and Infiniti Q50 hybrid.
Subaru of America on Thursday showed its first-ever hybrid — the 2014 XV Crosstrek Hybrid — that will go on sale at the end of the year.  "We at Subaru weren't the first to market with a hybrid, but we sure made sure we did it right in a way that our customers expect," said Tom Doll, the company's top US executive.  The hybrid will be 10% more fuel efficient.  Subaru expects to sell about 500 a month, about 10% of Crosstrek sales.  It will be more expensive, but Subaru hasn't disclosed how much.  Subaru still needs to build a full zero-emission vehicle or plug-in hybrid by 2016 to meet California emissions rules.
Hybrids have been largely overshadowed by the media attention on electric vehicles and plug-in electric hybrids.
Kelley Blue Book senior analyst Alec Gutierrez said hybrids still face problems.  Despite the fact that battery prices have come down, hybrids face tough competition from very efficient traditional gasoline-powered vehicles.  Many smaller cars get around 40 miles per gallon and can be $5,000 to $8,000 cheaper than hybrids that don't get a huge increase in efficiency.
"We are seeing a lot of new offerings and announcements, but we really haven't seen market share move over the last 5 years," Gutierrez said, noting he doesn't see a big jump in hybrid sales without significantly higher fuel prices.
Automakers say adding hybrid systems to SUVs and bigger cars makes sense, because they do mean efficiency improvements for those larger models.  Automakers have reduced the premium that buyers pay for hybrids, in order to boost sales.  Hybrids globally account for 2% of worldwide auto sales; in the US, they claim about 3% of the market.  Except for the Toyota Prius, most hybrids don't have large sales volumes.
Toyota is planning to launch 20 new or redesigned hybrids globally by the end of 2015, said Bob Carter, senior vice president of automotive operations for Toyota Motor Sales USA.  The company has 10 hybrids on sale in the United States, including a plug-in hybrid electric, and they account for 16% of its total US sales.  "We strongly believe hybrids will remain a core technology," Carter said.  "That's because our hybrid systems can easily be adapted to other power trains to further conserve energy."
Nissan plans to launch 15 new hybrids worldwide between now and 2016, said Andy Palmer, an executive vice president.  "This is part of our electrification strategy," said Palmer.  That plan will include 4 or 5 hybrids in the United States.  Carter said the Pathfinder hybrid could account for 10% of Pathfinder sales.  "Some customers hesitate moving to SUVs because of the perception of lack of environmentally friendliness," he said, explaining why Nissan added the hybrid option.
Chrysler Group LLC's Jeep brand chief Mike Manley said the automaker will sell hybrids, but hasn't disclosed vehicles or timing.  "I think hybrid has to be there to achieve fuel economy targets that we are all driving towards," he said.  "It is still in my view a few years out … but ultimately you are going to see full hybrids in many more vehicles than you see today."
General Motors North American President Mark Reuss said full hybrids may again be in GM's lineup — but as a dedicated platform.  "We have to be really careful with that, because what I don't think we can do is take an existing architecture and put a hybrid system in it and compete," Reuss said in an interview.  Reuss said a full GM hybrid "would be a dedicated architecture that would beat the existing full-blown hybrids — it would not be farmed out."
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